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It is easier for a camel to enter through the eye of a
needle
Than a rich man should enter the Kingdom of Jah
O God!
Silver and gold have I none
Rich man gain
Poor man lost
Clean hands and a pure heart
They shall see God
Jah-Jah guide thy going out and protect thy coming in
Declaration of rights
Equal rights!
Judgement stand for each and every one

It's a message from the King
This music, black Reggae music
Is a message from the King
Jah-Jah guide thy out and protect thy in
Guide thy going in and protect thy coming out
Guide I going in and protect I coming out

It is easier for a camel to enter through the eye of a
needle
Than a rich man to enter the Kingdom of Jah

RASTAFARI!!
Selassie I!
Our guide

Wadadadadadadadaddadadadadadadadadddadadadadadaad...
wadadadada waddada waddada waddada... Aaaah

Penetrate them, Jah-Jah, penetrate them
I tear them, Jah-Jah, I tear them (???)
Co' I and I inaugurate them
Folly dem a deal with, folly!
Folly, folly, I-ah, folly dem a deal with

I tear them, Jah, I tear them (???)
Penetrate them, Jah-Jah, penetrate them
Coz they don't know what they have done
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And Africa dream a dream and behold darkness
spread over the whole earth
In the new days of righteousness
And the fourth world begun
Hehe! The fourth world I-ah
Third world end and a fourth world now

Easier for a camel to enter through the eye of a needle
Than a rich man should enter the Kingdom of Jah
O Jah
O Jah
O Jah
Irie
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